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Freight in the City
Expo returned to
London’s iconic
Alexandra Palace
last month in a
bustling event full of
the latest innovation
aimed at city freight
operators and a
topical seminar
programme. We’ve
rounded up some of
the highlights for you
here, but for more you
can also check out
the event video at
freightinthecity.com

Urban manoeuvres put E
SMEs will need government help in switch to electric
Much bigger government
subsidies are needed before
SMEs can meet zero emissions
targets, according to industry
experts speaking during a panel
discussion at last month’s
Freight in the City Expo.
The lighter end of the truck
market is due to switch from
diesel by 2035, with HGVs to
follow in 2040. But in an
audience poll at the event, only
50% thought the freight and
logistics sector would be ready
for a diesel ban that soon.
“The cost, and not knowing
the full length cycle of the
vehicle, scares the life out me,”
said Tony Stuart (picured below),
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head of logistics operations
support at Hovis.
“There’s a lack of integration
between operators and
legislation from the top. It will
cost more money unless we can
find a magic way to extend
vehicles’ lives from 5-7 years to
10-15, which is an alien concept
to an operator today. But we’ll
get there because we adapt well
as an industry. We should be
concentrating our efforts on
getting that urban truck to do
what we want it to do and to last
longer. Then the bigger trucks
will naturally follow.”
DAF electric vehicle sales
manager David Price agreed:
“We need to increase
competition, but we also need
more significant investment,” he
said. “We’ve been set the
deadlines, but we’ve not been
given the financial assistance
from government to achieve
them more quickly.”
Zemo chief executive Andy
Eastlake (pictured right) said
the results of large-scale
government trials would be
crucial: “This is about the
operator and manufacturer

and the energy provider all
working together – plus the
infrastructure provider, and
indeed government and local
government,” he said. “It’s a
whole new complex integrated
solution to our delivery
challenge and we need to
learn to do that effectively.”
In a panel session on policy
and fleet strategy, Natalie
Chapman, Logistics UK head of
policy, south, called for a clearer
roadmap on zero emissions
from government.
“Manufacturers are creating
vehicles for an international
market,” she added. “We could
be shooting ourselves in the foot
in the UK because we’re at the
back of the queue when it comes
to availability. We need to make
sure we have realistic targets.
It’s not just about jumping from
Euro-6 diesel to an electric
44-tonner. It’s great to be
ambitious, but we see a lot of
false statements out there about
companies’ targets.”
Delegates also heard from
Neil Herron, chief executive of
GRID Smarter Cities, which is
easing kerbside delivery

pressures with the arrival of a
digitised, dynamic and bookable
kerb system.
And in a session explaining
how to take the first steps with
electric CVs, MAXUS regional
sales manager Mike Harran
provided practical tips and
debated the benefits of total
cost of ownership versus
leasing to spread the cost.
Meanwhile, a fourth seminar
session focused on how
innovations such as hydrogen
range extenders, solar mats
and optimised charging
are helping solve other
challenges associated
with urban deliveries.
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t EVs in focus
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MAX IMPACT: Maxus used the show to display the merits of its two new
platform 100% electric Maxus vans launched last year – the e DELIVER 3 and
e DELIVER 9 – as well as to talk to customers about its expanding national
dealer network. Designed from the ground-up for electric power only, the
e DELIVER 3 is a small van, available in multiple variants and wheelbase
options that can clock up to 213 miles on a single charge. It features a
92kW motor, with two battery options: 35kWh and 52.5kWh. The
e DELIVER 9 has it all in terms of spec and space and illustrates the
manufacturer’s focus on innovation, customisation and greener motoring.
It is available in two sizes and with three battery options.

Bradshaw looks to EVs for last-mile deliveries
Small electric vehicles seem
destined to play a significant
part in last-mile deliveries, and
Bradshaw Electric Vehicles is
set to benefit with its range from
French manufacturer Goupil.
The company displayed
examples of its G2, G4 and G6
models at Freight in the City. With N1 type approval, all can be
used on the road.

Not a case of ‘if’ but ‘when’
Volta moves from the drawing board to the
real world with pre-production 16-tonner
At Freight in the City two years ago, Volta Trucks showed a drawing of
its proposed 16-tonne Volta Zero delivery truck. This year, the
company was able to display a pre-production vehicle for the first time
at the exhibition.
After its London appearance, the vehicle was due to head across the
channel to go to the Netherlands, Luxembourg and back to France.
“We launched the truck on 3 September 2020,” explained Volta chief
communications officer Duncan Forrester. “In that period of time,
we’ve been on a tour of Europe, introducing the vehicle to a large
number of customers in France, Spain, Germany Italy and the UK.”
Volta has racked up over 1,000 vehicle demonstrations in that time
and now has around 2,500 pre-orders for the truck, worth over €600m
(£510m).The first series production model is due to roll off the
production lines by the end of 2022.
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Undoubtedly the smallest vehicle
on display at Freight in the City
was the if.Vehicles prototype, an
electrically powered multi-modal
last-mile delivery vehicle.
It can be transformed from a
light quadricycle to a powerassisted trolley by sliding the
driving position away under the
load bed. In power-assisted trolley
mode it can be used in pedestrian
areas to access collection and
delivery points.
“We don’t want to replace vans,
we just want to make sure they are
100% efficient,” CEO Andrew
Hodgson told MT. “At the moment,
delivery vans, especially in the last
mile, are around 50% full, because
that’s all that the person that’s driving them can actually do.
“We are working with our partners, the Algorithm People, to carry
out simulations to work out exactly
how many we can replace. Our

early simulations have estimated
that one van servicing a hub and
spoke operation can drop off four
or five of our vehicles and we can
probably replace six or seven vans
because that one van is 100%
efficient, doing three or four round
trips to the depot.”
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PHEV, EV and HVO take centre stage on Swedish manufacturer’s stand

Scania majors on
alternative options
Iveco focuses on the
instant gains of gas
Iveco’s focus at Freight in
the City was on reducing
emissions now using the
company’s range of natural
gas-powered vehicles like this
S-WAY 4x2 tractor unit.
The vehicle was fuelled
using compressed natural gas
(CNG), with the gas
pressurised to 200 bar. The
vehicle also comes in a
liquefied natural gas (LNG)
variant. In either case it can be
fuelled with biomethane,
reducing well-to-wheel
emissions significantly.
The S-WAY on display could
carry 920 litres of CNG, enough
for around 500-550km of
range, depending on operating
conditions.
So how does the market for
CNG-powered trucks compare
with that for LNG-powered
vehicles?
“We started with LNG and
customers were not that keen
to try CNG because of range
concerns,” Jorge Lopez,
country product manager and
alternative propulsions
business lead, UK & Republic
of Ireland for Iveco, told MT.
“But what they have found is
that now more fuelling options
are available, customers are
moving to CNG. The price
of CNG tends to be cheaper
than LNG.
“Obviously, the carbon
impact of the fuel is much
lower than for LNG because
you are compressing,
liquefying and using biogas, so
the process is more energyintensive. The mix that we are
seeing changes, but it tends to
move around 70/30 to 60/40 in
favour of CNG.
“What we think will happen
in the UK, seeing how the
fuelling station trend is going,
is that CNG will gain space
compared with LNG.”
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Scania displayed three vehicles on
its stand, demonstrating the variety
of its alternative fuels range.
The display included a plug-in
hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV)
launched in 2020, equipped with
a 5-cylinder, 9-litre diesel engine
and Scania P-cab with City Safe
window in the passenger side door,
designed for urban operations.
It has 90kW of installed electric
power capacity, which provides for
a 60km pure electric range.
“In operations where perhaps
we’re skimming round the outside
of the city and driving in, it’s a nice
transition for some customers,
taking those first steps, but still
offering flexibility of operation,”
said Phil Rootham, pre-sales
technical manager at Scania GB.
The next development for the
PHEV range will be the launch of
an electric PTO, due soon.
Scania also featured a 6x2 rigid
rear-steer battery electric vehicle
with 300kW of installed power

capacity, which featured a low-entry
height L-Cab and City Safe window
in the passenger side door.
Alongside the battery electric
model, Scania also displayed a
municipal model with diesel
powertrain that can operate on
HVO. This was also equipped with
Scania’s low-entry L-cab.

“The new feature on this vehicle
is that it has our new bus-style
door,” explained Rootham.
“For municipal operations, the
door opens inwards, so there’s no
egress onto the pavement, and
whether you are sat in the centre
seats or passenger side seats, you
can still exit the cab.”

Tevva launches third-generation 7.5-tonner
Tevva used the show to launch its
brand-new, all-electric 7.5-tonne
Tevva Truck.
The British-designed battery
electric vehicle is Tevva’s thirdgeneration vehicle and has a range
of up to 160 miles, which can be
extended to 310 miles with its
hydrogen fuel cell-powered rangeextender technology.
The vehicle can carry up to
16 euro-pallets and over 2 tonnes
of payload at 7.5 tonnes GVW.

The manufacturer said the total
cost of ownership was comparable
to a diesel, with parity achieved at
approximately 3,000km, or when

500 litres of diesel a month were
consumed.
Tevva is also in the process of
developing technology that will
allow the Tevva Truck to be fully
charged in just one hour, which
will make double-shift operations
possible and further reduce the
total cost of ownership.
The Tevva Truck should be in
production from July next year.
Pre-orders can be made now, with
first deliveries expected in Q3 2022.

Volvo confirms production of FM electric tractor for 2022
The Volvo stand featured an early
example of an electric FM 4x2
tractor. Production is scheduled
to begin in September 2022 and
Volvo is currently taking advance
orders for the model. The model
shown was rated at 40 tonnes
GCW with a 300km (186 mile)
range on a full charge. Volvo will

offer battery capacity of up to
540kWh and 440hp or 650hp
power options through either
two or three motors.
Also on show was an FL
16-tonner rated at 16.7 tonnes,
powered by a single 200kW
(270hp) motor with battery
capacity of up to 400kWh.
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eCollect sorts out the refuse
Dennis Eagle’s stand featured its
eCollect fully integrated 27-tonne
GVW 6x2 refuse collection vehicle.
“We’ve now got probably around
30 of them running in the UK and
there are some in southern Ireland
as well,” said Dennis Eagle’s product marketing manager – chassis,
Andy Graves.
The unit on display featured a
narrow track chassis of 2,250mm
to 2,300mm, depending on tyre
choice, and its 19cu m Dennis Eagle
Olympus body can accommodate
10-10.5 tonnes in payload.
“The idea is that it can do the
same as our diesel equivalent – two

or three collection rounds a day,”
said Graves. “We have got customers like Sunderland and York,
where they regularly come in with
pretty much to-the-limit payloads.”
With Terberg bin lifts fitted, all
bodywork is effectively built
in-house.

Urban solutions at Mercedes-Benz
Mercedes was showing off its Econic 4x2
tractor unit, one of the best-selling trucks
in London, with its low-entry cab and
five-star Direct Vision Standard rating.
Representing zero-emission transport
was a 7.5-tonne GVW FUSO eCanter electric, which can carry a
4-tonne payload and go for 100km (62 miles) on a full charge.
The display also included the eActros, which goes into production
this month, and the eEconic, due on UK roads next year. This is due
to be followed by eActros long-haul with 500km battery range.
And in 2027, the hydrogen fuel cell-powered Actros is due to enter
production, offering rapid refuelling with electric power.

Renault puts a buzz into the show
with light, medium and heavy electrics
The Renault Trucks display at
Freight in the City was completely
electric, starting with the firm’s
latest Master ZE platform cab at
3.5-tonnes GVW.
“It’s the first in the UK with a
fridge/freezer conversion and we
are delighted with the fact that it
has a 929kg payload, despite being
battery-powered with a freezer and
chiller,” Grahame Neagus, head of
LCV and municipal for UK &
Ireland at Renault Trucks, told MT.
Some of Renault Trucks’
exhibits were displayed separately
from the vehicles on the stand,
including a 16-tonne GVW 4x2
D ZE model designed for urban
logistics.

“The news on that is that we’ve
now got its bigger brother in
18-tonne configuration, allowing
some operators to just go up a
notch,” said Neagus. The 19-tonne
GVW rating includes an additional
tonne to help offset the weight of
the batteries.
The display was completed with
two 26-tonne ZE D Wide models
with low-entry cab, one with a body
and the other as a bare chassis.
Renault Trucks also announced
at Freight in the City that it had
signed a contract with recycling
specialist Recycling Lives for the
delivery of the UK’s first two
100% electric 18-tonne D Wide ZE
skip-loaders.

19-tonne middleweight provides a range of over 250km, with further options promised soon

LF Electric lights the way
ahead at medium weights
The new LF Electric was the
focus of DAF’s display, equipped
with a day cab and PACCAR
curtain-sided body fitted on the
production line at Leyland, DAF’s
design and manufacturing base
for the UK.
The 19-tonne GVW designation
for the 4x2 rigid chassis is derived
from the standard 18-tonne GVW
designation for the LF 4x2, with an
additional 1,000kg dispensation
given by the government to help
offset the additional weight of the
battery pack.
Wheelbase options for the new
model are either 5,300mm or
5,800mm.
In both cases the model is fitted
with a 282kWh battery pack,
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giving an effective capacity of
254kWh.
“Effectively, on that particular
vehicle, we’re working on a
consumption rate of roughly 1kWh
per kilometre,” said David Price,
municipal and electric vehicle sales
manager at DAF Trucks UK. “So
we’ve got a theoretical range of
254km (158 miles).
“Obviously, if you’re not running
at 19 tonnes and you’ve got some
good drivers, you could quite easily
achieve that or maybe get a little
bit more.”
Price assured MT there would
be a phased introduction of other
gross weights and wheelbase
options for the LF Electric over the
next three years.
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